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In-trap fragmentation of ions in a hybrid linear ion trap triple quadrupole mass spectrometer
occurs at pressures about 5e-5 torr. At these low pressures, efficient fragmentation of heavy
ions (such as the singly charged homogenously substituted triazatriphosphorine of mass
2721.89 Da) can take a long time because of the relatively low collision frequency with the
background gas and the high internal energy content required to produce fragmentation.
Increasing the amplitude used for dipolar excitation leads to loss of the ion upon the
quadrupole rods. In the work presented here, the addition of a dc octopolar field to a linear ion
trap is described. The dc octopolar field was created by the addition of four auxiliary
electrodes situated between the quadrupole rods at a distance of 10 mm from the axis. The
inclusion of the dc octopolar field was shown to cause the ions’ frequency of motion to shift
out of phase with the excitation signal at high radial amplitudes. This resulted in beat-like
trajectories with periods of excitation and de-excitation as the ions’ frequency of motion shifted
in and out of phase with the excitation signal. This led to a reduction in the loss of ions on the
quadrupole rods during the excitation process. The result is an increased fragmentation
efficiency relative to the fragmentation efficiency obtained when using an LIT constructed
of round rods only. The inclusion of the dc octopolar field allowed the ion to be
fragmented more efficiently in a relatively short excitation period. (J Am Soc Mass
Spectrom 2005, 16, 1342–1352) © 2005 American Society for Mass Spectrometry

The fragmentation of ions at pressures about 5e-5
torr, in a low-pressure linear ion trap (LIT),
requires the use of low excitation amplitudes and

extended excitation periods [1, 2]. Pressures in this
range are typical in the operation of hybrid linear ion
trap triple quadrupole mass spectrometers that utilize
the final quadrupole as both a mass resolving quadru-
pole and as a linear ion trap [3]. In this pressure regime,
excitation amplitudes are limited from a few tens of
millivolts to a few hundred of millivolts to prevent the
ion from colliding with a quadrupole rod. It is the
presence of the higher order field components [4–6]
attributable to the use of circular rods, which enable the
excitation to be carried out for extended periods of time
without loss of the parent ion. A general expression for
a two-dimensional multipole field can be written as
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where 2n is the number of poles in a particular term. For
example, A2 is the amplitude of the quadrupole contri-

bution with the higher order terms arising from n � 2.
In the work presented here, the experimental ratio of
the rod diameter to the field radius (r/r0) was 1.126. It
has been previously shown that the coefficients ob-
tained from this ratio are A2 � 1.001462, A6 � 0.001292,
A10 � �0.002431, and A14 � �0.0002975 with all other
terms for which n � 14 equal to zero [4]. As the ion is
excited to higher radial amplitudes, the ions’ motion
shifts out of phase with the excitation signal attributable
to the presence of terms with n � 2. This results in the
ion trajectory taking on a bead-like pattern and remain-
ing stable within the radial trapping potential [1, 2]. For
small ions, high fragmentation efficiencies approaching
100% can be achieved in less than 50 ms when frag-
mented at low q. Large ions may require several hun-
dred milliseconds of excitation to achieve modest frag-
mentation efficiencies [1]. This is due to the increased
number of collisions required to impart enough kinetic
energy into the ion to cause fragmentation. Increasing
the excitation amplitude results in increased loss of the
ions upon the quadrupole rods. One significant draw-
back to using extended excitation periods is the de-
crease in overall scan duty cycle, an undesirable effect.
To decrease the excitation period, a number of possi-

bilities exist. The pressure can be increased to allow for
more collisions with the ion, the excitation q can be
increased, or higher order fields can be superposed with
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the radial trapping potential. Increasing the static pressure
in a hybrid LIT triple quadrupole is not feasible because
the LIT doubles as the final analyzing quadrupole and is
located in the same vacuum region as the ion detector.
There is an upper pressure limit in this region that exists to
prevent excessive ion feedback noise and long-term dam-
age to the detector. The excitation q can be increased but
with the resulting loss in mass range attributable to the
lowmass cut-off at q � 0.907. Increasing the content of the
higher order fields allows increased fragmentation effi-
ciencies without sacrificing mass range. Increasing the
higher order field content beyond that which is normally
present within the round rod quadrupole helps to further
reduce loss of the ions to the rods during the excitation
process at the higher radial amplitudes. The larger the
content of the higher order field the more strongly depen-
dent the ions’ frequency of motion is upon its radial
amplitude [2].
Higher order fields are routinely utilized in commer-

cial 3-D ion traps [7]. In these devices, the fields are
adjusted by altering the shape or position of the elec-
trodes, which determines the content of the higher
order fields [8, 9]. In general, the fields are adjusted to
allow the ions to be ejected more rapidly from the ion
trap than is otherwise possible in a 3-D quadrupole ion
trap consisting of a purely quadrupolar trapping poten-
tial [7, 9]. The result is improved mass resolution when
the ions are scanned out of the 3-D trap. Franzen and
Wang have devised a 3-D quadrupole ion trap in which
the higher multipole field fractions can be switched on
and off [10, 11]. In this device the end cap electrodes are
constructed of more than one section, allowing the
content of the higher multipole fields to be varied. With
the appropriate field content an ion can be fragmented
more efficiently without loss of the parent ion.
In the work presented here, a set of four auxiliary

electrodes were placed along the length of the LIT
between the quadrupole rods at a distance of 10 mm
from the axis of the quadrupole. The effects of the
auxiliary electrodes upon the analyzing capabilities of
the quadrupole, when operated in the normal mass
analyzing manner, are minimized by appropriately
adjusting the potentials on the auxiliary electrodes [12].
A dc potential applied to the auxiliary electrodes mod-
ified the radial trapping potential by the addition of a
dc octopolar field. The addition of the dc octopolar field
reduced the loss of the ions to the quadrupole rods
during the excitation process, leading to an increase in
fragmentation efficiencies. Through experiments and
modeling, the frequency shifts and the increase in
fragmentation efficiency as a function of the applied
potential to the auxiliary electrodes are examined.

Experimental

Experimental Set-Up

Experiments were carried out on a modified 4000 Q
TRAP® (AB/MDS Sciex, Concord, Ontario, Canada), a

hybrid triple quadrupole linear ion trap mass spectrom-
eter. The collision cell (Q2) contained typically 5 to 10
mTorr of nitrogen. The collision cell was modified to
allow the axial field to be provided by a set of electrodes
placed®around®the®quadrupole®rods®[13].®The®potential
applied to these electrodes could be varied to give
control over the magnitude of the axial field. The
second analyzing quadrupole (Q3) performed the func-
tion of the linear ion trap (LIT) when operated in trap
mode and was operated at a pressure of 3.5e-5 torr of
nitrogen®[1].®Each®of®the®mass®analyzing®quadrupoles
was 200 mm long with a field radius of 4.17 mm. The
quadrupoles were operated at a drive frequency of 816
kHz. When operated in trap mode, the ions were
scanned out of the LIT at 1000 Da/s using the technique
of®mass®selective®axial®ejection®[14]®using®a®frequency®of
312 kHz for the ejection signal. Two different styles of
LIT were used for the experiments described below. In
one set of experiments, the Q3 quadrupole was modi-
fied by adding four 200 mm long auxiliary electrodes
along the length of the quadrupole. In another set of
experiments, the auxiliary electrodes were removed.
The auxiliary electrodes each had a 2 mm long stem
along the length of the electrode that was positioned 10
mm from the central axis of the quadrupole as shown in
Figure®1.®A®dc®potential®difference®ranging®from®�220®V
to �220 V was applied to the auxiliary electrodes
relative to the Q3 quadrupole rod offset. Resonant
excitation of the ions was accomplished using dipolar
excitation applied between the A-pole rods of the
quadrupole®[1].®Experiments®were®carried®out®with®q
values ranging from q � 0.205 to q � 0.3. At these q
values, the fundamental frequency of the ions’ motion
ranges from 60 to 88 kHz. The amplitude and duration
of the excitation ranged from 0 to 343 mV and 100 ms,
respectively, depending upon the experiment.
The ion chosen for this study was a singly charged

homogenously substituted triazatriphosphorine of
mass®2721.89®Da®[15].®The®ion®was®obtained®from®a®1/10
dilution of an Agilent electrospray tuning solution
(Agilent ES tuning mix, G2421, Palo Alto, CA). Trap fill

Figure 1. The electrode geometry used to create the dc octopole
field. The A and B poles are the normal quadrupole rods. The
letters A= and B= represent the positions of the A and B poles for
the octopole. Applying a dc potential to the “T”-shaped electrodes
creates the dc octopolar field.
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times were typically 50 ms with 25 scans co-added to
produce each mass spectrum. Excitation of the isotopic
cluster, at nominally m/z � 2722 Th, produced frag-
ments®down®to®�1000®Th,®Figure®2.
High-energy fragmentation spectra were collected

using collision assisted dissociation (CAD). Mass spec-
tra were collected using the EPI (enhanced product ion)
mode in which the product ions are collected in the LIT
before mass analysis.
Excitation of m/z � 2722 Th at q � 0.205 and q � 0.3

results in low mass cut-offs of 615 and 900 Da, respec-
tively. Frequency response profiles were constructed by
integrating the areas of the fragment ions and the
parent isotopic cluster as a function of excitation fre-
quency. This allowed determination of the resonant
frequency of the ion as a function of the applied dc
potential difference between the auxiliary electrodes
and the quadrupole rods.

Ion Trajectory Simulations

Ion trajectory simulations were carried out to examine
two different aspects of the excitation process. The first
was to determine how many collisions the ion m/z �
2722 Th would suffer and how much center of mass
collision energy was available for internal excitation
during a 100 ms excitation period. The second aspect
was to determine what effect the polarity of the auxil-
iary electrodes had upon the ion during the excitation
process. In one set of simulations, a total of 100 ion
trajectories were run using the simulator described in
reference®[1]®with®an®electrode®geometry®corresponding
to a normal round rod analyzing quadrupole. The ions
were given random starting coordinates within a 1 mm
radius of the quadrupole axis. The ions were then
cooled at a pressure of 1 mTorr of nitrogen for a 5 ms
period before excitation. The ions were excited using
dipolar excitation with an amplitude of 80 mV and at
frequency of 59,660 Hz (q � 0.205; 816 kHz drive
frequency). The mass of the ion was 2722 Da and had a

collision cross-section of 500 Å2. The pressure during
the simulation was 3.5e-5 torr of nitrogen. The reso-
nance position was found by running several ion tra-
jectories over a range of excitation frequencies and
excitation amplitudes while monitoring the duration of
each trajectory. The resonance was identified by those
frequencies that stopped before the maximum allowed
duration, i.e., the trajectory terminated on a rod surface.
The collision cross-section of this ion with nitrogen was
measured using the energy loss technique described by
Covey®and®Douglas®[16].
Modeling®of®the potential energy surfaces with var-

ious dc potentials applied to the auxiliary electrodes
was accomplished through the®use®of®the®ion®trajectory
simulation®program®Simion 7.0®[17].®Simion®7.0®was
used®instead®of®the®simulator described®in®reference®[1]
because of a limitation in the available electrode geom-
etry of the in-house simulator at the time that®this®work
was undertaken. The array shown in Figure®1®was
modeled®with®an additional grounding cylinder placed
at a distance of 6 r0 around the quadrupole. The array
was constructed using a 2000 � 2000 array with a
resolution of 40 grid units/mm. This produced r0 �
4.149 mmwhich is slightly less than the experimental r0.
To produce a more realistic r0 would have required
more RAM than was currently available on the work-
station used at the time of the simulations.
Ion trajectories using m/z � 2722 Th were run on this

array using dc potential differences ranging from�360 to
�360 V between the auxiliary electrodes and the quadru-
pole rods. An rf amplitude of 660.9 V was applied to the
quadrupole rods with a phase shift of 180 degrees be-
tween the A and B poles. This corresponded to q � 0.205.
In one set of experiments the ions’ frequency of motion
was measured and plotted as a function of maximum
radial amplitude attained during the simulation. In these
experiments the ion was started at various radial ampli-
tudes along the line x � 0. The ion was given zero initial
kinetic energy, no collisions were allowed and the trajec-
tories were allowed to run for 25 ms. Data were collected
for the time and position of the ion at 1 �s intervals and
then fast-Fourier-transformed to obtain the ions’ funda-
mental frequency ofmotion. In another set of experiments,
designed to study the effects of a positive versus negative
dc potential applied to the auxiliary electrodes, the ion
was started at a low radial amplitude and dipolar excita-
tion was applied across the A pole rods. The trajectories in
those experiments were allowed to run for a maximum of
25ms or until the ion crashed into a rod. The ion trajectory
was then examined to study the difference that the polar-
ity of the applied potential had upon the ion trajectory.

Results and Discussion

CAD Experiments

Fragmentation of the ion m/z � 2722 Da, using collision
assisted dissociation (CAD) in the Q2 gas cell, required
fairly high collision energies with very little fragmenta-

Figure 2. Fragmentation pattern observed for excitation of m/z �
2722 Th at 59.580 kHz. The excitation period was 100 ms, excita-
tion amplitude was 255 mV0-p and the excitation qwas	0.205. The
auxiliary electrodes were held at �220 V relative to the quadru-
pole dc potential offset.
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tion occurring at a collision energy of 130 eV. Mass
spectra covering the mass range 100 to 2750 Da are
shown for collision energies of 130, 170, and 190 eV in
Figure®3.®At®collision®energies®of®170®and®190®eV®there®is
a significant amount fragmentation.

Resonant Excitation Experiments

In one set of experiments data were collected without
the auxiliary electrodes in place around the quadrupole.
Figure®4®shows®the®degree®of®fragmentation®and®ion®loss
as a function of excitation amplitude obtained at q �
0.205 and q � 0.3 for a 100 ms excitation period. The
increase in q resulted in an increase in maximum
fragmentation efficiency from 10 to 35%. The increase in
q provides a deeper pseudo-potential well that helps
keep the parent and fragment ions in the LIT during the
excitation process. The pseudo-potential well depth, D� ,
is®described®by®[18].

D̄ � q
Vrf

4
(2)

Using q � 0.205, m/z � 2722 Da, and Vrf � 660.9 V gives

D̄ � 33.9 V. Increasing q to 0.3 leads to an increase in Vrf

to 967 V giving D̄ � 72.5 V, a significantly deeper
pseudo-potential well.
An alternative method for increasing fragmentation

efficiency is to modify or add higher order field com-
ponents to the trapping potential. The addition of
auxiliary®electrodes,®as®shown®in Figure®1,®produces®a
dc®octopolar field. In an octopolar field the ions fre-
quency of motion is dependent upon its radial ampli-
tude. As the ion is excited to higher radial amplitudes
its motion shifts out of phase with the excitation fre-
quency. The ion takes on a complicated beat-like trajec-
tory that can be sustained for extended periods of time
without the ion crashing upon a quadrupole rod. In-
creasing the content of the dc octopolar field results in
the ion going out of phase with the excitation frequency
at even lower radial amplitudes. Higher excitation
amplitudes are then required to bring the ion back to
high radial amplitudes. It is the high radial amplitudes
that provide high kinetic energies through the ions’
micromotion, giving high center-of-mass collision ener-
gies. The presence of the dc octopolar field helps to
reduce the loss of ions at the high radial amplitudes.
The combination of the high kinetic energy and the
reduced loss at high radial amplitudes allows for an
increased level of internal excitation and fragmentation
efficiency®without®changing®the®duration®of®the®excita-
tion®period.®This®is®demonstrated®in®Figure®5®where®the
percent fragmentation efficiency is plotted as a function
of excitation amplitude. In this experiment, the auxil-
iary electrodes were held at �220 V relative to the

Figure 4. Normalized integrated signal intensity as a function of
excitation q and excitation amplitude for a LIT without the
presence of the auxiliary electrodes. The excitation period was 100
ms in both cases.

Figure 3. This figure shows the enhanced product ion spectra
obtained for the ion m/z � 2722 Th at collision energies of 130, 170,
and 190 eV with nitrogen in the Q2 collision cell. There is very
little fragmentation observed at the lowest collision energy of
130 eV.
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quadrupole rods. When the excitation amplitude was
increased from 200 to 345 mV0-p, the maximum of the
frequency response profile shifted from 59.43 to 59.34
kHz. The excitation period was held constant at 100 ms.
The increases in fragmentation efficiency are also

dependent upon the polarity of the dc octopolar field
that is applied. It is not sufficient to simply phase-shift
the ions’ motion relative to the excitation signal. Exper-
iments show that it is also necessary to apply the dc
octopolar field with the same polarity as the ion of
interest. Applying a negative potential difference to the
auxiliary electrodes results in almost complete loss of
the positively charged parent ion, whereas at the same
excitation amplitude a positive potential difference
leads to a high degree of fragmentation. This is shown
in®Figure®6,®where®the®frequency®dependence®of®the
response profiles as a function of the applied potential
difference to the auxiliary electrodes are plotted. The
data were obtained using an excitation amplitude of 255
mV for each experiment. The first significant feature
was a shifting of the ions’ resonant frequency down-
wards as the potential on the auxiliary electrodes be-
comes more positive. The frequency decreases by �600
Hz when the applied potential difference was changed
from �120 V to �220 V. With the exception of the data
for a zero potential difference, the resonant frequency
profiles have a FWHM of about 150 to 190 Hz. This
width is sufficient to cover several isotopes, at the
nominal m/z of 2722 Th, which are spaced by 	22 Hz
[1].®Exciting®the®entire®isotopic®cluster®instead®of®a®single
isotope will lead to a broadening of the frequency
response®profile®by®a®few®tens®of®Hz.®Figure®7®shows®a
plot of the resonant frequency as a function of the
potential applied to the auxiliary electrodes. Additional
data have been included for excitation amplitudes rang-
ing from 100 to 345 mV when the auxiliary electrodes
were present, and ranging from 40 to 110 mVwhen they
were absent. The data collected with no auxiliary elec-

trodes were obtained with lower excitation amplitudes
where the resonance width was about 150 Hz. It should
be noted that the data acquired with no auxiliary
electrodes is offset by �20 V for clarity. The data show
approximately that the resonant frequency decreased
linearly as the potential applied to the auxiliary elec-
trodes was increased.
Further investigation revealed that the resonant fre-

quencies were dependent upon the excitation ampli-

Figure 5. Percent fragmentation efficiency, at the maximum of
the frequency response curve, as a function of excitation ampli-
tude. The potential difference between the auxiliary electrodes
and the quadrupole rods was constant at �220 V.

Figure 6. Frequency response profiles for m/z � 2722 Th as a
function of potential difference between the quadrupole rod dc
offset and the dc potential applied to the auxiliary electrodes. The
excitation amplitude of 255 mV0-p was applied for a period of 100
ms in each experiment. The solid circles represent the integrated
intensity of the fragment ions, the open circles the parent ion
cluster, and the solid triangles the total or sum of the fragment and
parent ions.

Figure 7. Plot of the resonant frequency of m/z � 2722 Th as a
function of the applied dc potential difference to the auxiliary
electrodes relative to the quadrupole rod dc offset.
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tude. Plotting the resonant frequencies for a potential
difference of �220 V as a function of excitation ampli-
tude,®Figure®8,®reveals®this®dependency.®The®resonant
frequency shifted by �150 Hz when excitation ampli-
tude was increased from 200 to 343 mV. This can be
interpreted as a decrease in the ions’ secular frequency
as the ion was excited to higher radial amplitudes.
The nature of the frequency shifts can be understood

by examining the changes in the electric potential when
a dc octopolar term is added. The electric potential can
be approximated by eq 3.

V(x, y)��A0� A2�x2� y2

r0
2 ���U � Vrf cos	t�

� S(x, y)�12�
�x4� 6x2y2� y4�

�r0
′�4 �Uaux (3)

The first set of terms on the right hand side describe the
electric potential due to the constant potential and the
quadrupolar term. The contributions from the higher
order terms normally found in a round rod quadrupole
have been excluded for simplicity in eq 3 and only
become significant when the second term on the right
hand side is close to or equal to zero. The second term
consists of the expression for an octopole, the n � 4 term
from eq 1, with a shielding function, S(x,y), applied to
account for the shielding effects of the quadrupole rods.
The dc octopole can be viewed as having the four rods
of®the®A®pole®(A=®in®Figure®1)®located®in®the®same®planes
as the quadrupole rods. The potential applied to the A=
pole is then the offset potential of the quadrupole. The
four®rods®of®the®B®pole®(B=®in®Figure®1)®are®located®at®the
positions of the “T”-shaped auxiliary electrodes. Exper-
imentally, the magnitude of the dc octopole is con-
trolled by varying the dc potential difference between
the quadrupole and the auxiliary electrodes and is the
parameter Uaux in eq 3. The distance from the axis of the

quadrupole to the auxiliary electrodes is r0
′ � 10 mm.

Without the effects of shielding it is expected that the
potential at the point x,y � 0,0 should be equal to
Uaux/2.
It should be noted that an expression for the shield-

ing function S(x,y) in not so easily derived. Instead, an
explanation of the frequency shifts is more easily given
based upon an examination of the potential using the
ion trajectory simulation program Simion 7.0. The
shielding effects of the quadrupole rods can be quite
dramatic.®This®is®given®in®Figure®9®which®shows®the
potential from the Simion model along the line x � 0
and®x®�®y®of®Figure®1.®The®potential®expected®from®the
second term of eq 3 with S(x,y) equal to a constant is
also shown. In both cases, Vrf and Uaux were 0 V and
�220 V, respectively. At the point x,y � 0,0 the poten-
tial from the Simion model is 0.659 V and increases
along the line x � y towards the auxiliary electrodes.
Along the line x� 0 the potential decreases towards the
quadrupole rod and becomes zero at the rod surface. In
comparison, the calculated potential using a constant
S(x,y) � 0.006 produces potentials that change much
less significantly and begin to noticeably deviate from
the modeled potential at about r� 1.5 mm. The value of
S(x,y) � 0.006 was derived from the knowledge of
V(x,y), Uaux � 220 V and eq 3 solved at the point x � 0,
y � 0.
Examination of eq 3 shows that the dc octopole

content will be a function of the ratio of Vrf to Uaux. It

Figure 9. The potentials along the lines x � 0, towards the
quadrupole rod, and x � y, towards the auxiliary electrode for
both the Simion model (solid circles) and an octopole function
using a constant shielding function (open circles).

Figure 8. Plot of the resonant frequency as a function of excita-
tion amplitude. The dc potential difference applied to the auxiliary
electrodes was �220 V electrodes relative to the quadrupole rod
dc offset.
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can be expected that the dc octopole content can be held
constant with changing mass by keeping the ratio of Vrf
to Uaux constant. This can be shown by recognizing that
in the expression for the Mathieu parameter q, eq 4, the
mass of the ion is proportional to Vrf when q is held
constant®and®the®mass®is®changed®[19].

q �
4eVRF

mr0
2 	2 (4)

Maintaining a constant ratio of Vrf to Uaux with mass
will keep the ions’ fundamental frequency of motion
constant. Simulations showed that decreasing m/z from
2722 to 1361 Th, Vrf from 660.9 to 330.45 V, and Uaux
from 220 to 110 V gave ion trajectories producing
identical fundamental frequencies of motion; this is
shown®in®Table®1.®In®all®cases®the®ions®were®started®at®x,y
� 1.06 mm,0 mm with zero kinetic energy, no collisions
and no excitation. Leaving Uaux at 220 V for both m/z �
1361 Th and m/z � 2722 Th results in a shift of�210 Hz.
A practical implementation of the dc octopole would
require that either Uaux is scanned with mass while the
excitation frequency is held constant or that Uaux is held
constant and the excitation frequency is scanned with
mass.

Simulation Results

Collision Frequency and Available Center-of-Mass
Collision Energy

Estimates of both the collision frequency and center-of-
mass collision energy available for internal excitation of
the ion were obtained for the round rod quadrupole LIT
without the auxiliary electrodes using the ion trajectory
simulator described in reference 1. A total of 100 ion
trajectories were run. An excitation amplitude and
frequency of 80 mV and 59,660 Hz, respectively, were
employed and the trajectories were allowed to run for
up to a maximum duration of 100 ms. A pressure of
3.5e-5 torr of nitrogen was used in the simulation. Out
of 100 trajectories 81 reached the maximum duration
allowed, those that did not resulted in trajectories that
terminated upon a quadrupole rod. It was found that a
collision occurred on average about once every 233 �s
(a collision frequency of 4.3 kHz) with an average
energy loss of 0.167 eV per collision or a total energy
loss of 72 eV in 430 collisions in a 100 ms period. This

compares to an average of 274 collisions and a total
energy loss of 0.22 eV in 100 ms when no was excitation
applied. The total energy loss is equivalent to about
twice the center-of-mass collision energy. The center-of-
mass collision energy is equal to the maximum amount
of energy that could be transferred to internal energy of
the®ion [1].

Frequency Shift versus Auxiliary Electrode
Potential

Ion trajectories were also run on the 2-D array®shown®in
Figure®1 using®the®ion®trajectory®program®Simion 7.0.
The®ion®m/z �®2722®Th was started at different radial
amplitudes along the line x � 0. The ion was given zero
kinetic energy and no collisions were allowed. This
produced motion along the line x � 0 only. Data were
recorded for the position of the ion every microsecond
for a total of 25 ms. The trajectory was then fast-Fourier-
transformed to obtain the fundamental frequency of the
ions’®motion®[20].®The trajectories were then analyzed to
obtain the maximum radial amplitude that the ion
reached during the course of the simulation. The fun-
damental frequency was plotted as a function of the
maximum radial amplitude attained. This was carried
out for a range of potentials®applied®to®the®auxiliary
electrodes.®The®data®are®presented®in®Figure®10.®The
data®shows®that when a positive potential was applied
to the auxiliary electrodes, the frequency shifted down-
wards. When a negative potential was applied, an
upward shift in frequency was observed. When the
potential difference was zero, a negative shift in fre-
quency was observed at higher radial amplitude but the
magnitude of this shift was significantly less than when
the potential was non-zero, particularly when rmax was

Figure 10. Frequency of ion motion along the x � 0 vector of the
electrode®array®shown®in®Figure®1. The frequency of motion was
obtained by fast Fourier transforming the 25 ms ion trajectory
used in the simulation. The data were plotted against the dc
potential difference applied to the auxiliary electrodes and the
maximum radial amplitude that the ion sampled during the
trajectory.

Table 1. Frequency of ion motion as a function of m/z, Vrf, and
Uaux.

m/z Vrf Uaux Frequency (Hz)

2722 660.9 0 60,460
2722 660.9 220 60,270
1361 330.45 0 60,460
1361 330.45 110 60,270
1361 330.45 220 60,060
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less®than®about®3®mm.®In®Figure®11,®secular®frequencies
have been plotted as a function of the potential on the
auxiliary electrodes, when rmax �®2.8®mm.®Figure®11
shows the same trend as the experimental data. It
should be noted that the fundamental frequencies ob-
tained from the model have been corrected for the
difference in r0 between the model and the real quad-
rupole. At low q values (�0.4) the fundamental angular
frequency w0 in a quadrupolar field can be estimated
using®[1],


0� �
	

2
	 q

	


8
�

4eV

m	2 r0
2

	


8
(5)

The fundamental frequency is inversely proportional to
the square of r0. This leads to a correction factor of
0.989953 (r0(model)

2/r0(real)
2 � 4.1492/4.172). The fre-

quencies®obtained®from®the®model®were®multiplied®by
this factor.
The correlation of the simulation data with the

experimental data is quite good. Had the simulation
data been obtained for a lower value of rmax, the
frequency shifts would have been reduced. The similar-
ity®of®Figures®7®and®11®suggests®that®ions®were®attaining
radial amplitudes about 2.8 mm experimentally.
The direction of the frequency shifts can be under-

stood by examining the potentials along the lines x � 0
and®x®�®y®in®the®array®of®Figure®1.®Figure®12®shows®the
pseudo-potential well for mass 2722 Da, and the effects
of the potentials from the auxiliary electrodes including
the shielding by the quadrupole rods. The potentials of
Figure®12®were®calculated®by®summing®the®calculated
pseudo-potential with the measured static potential
from the Simion model.

The expression for the pseudo-potential as a function
of x and y is given by

Veff(x, y)�
qVrf

4 �x2� y2

r0
2® � (6)

where q � 0.205, Vrf �®660.9®V,®and®r0 �®4.149®mm®[2,®6].
Eq®4 is for a pure quadrupolar field with no contribu-
tions from higher order fields. Calculation of the effec-
tive potential including the non-zero contributions from
the higher order terms changes the effective potential
slightly at high radial amplitudes. Omission of the
higher order terms does not affect the following quali-
tative discussion on the effects of the dc octopolar field
on the ions’ secular frequency.
The static potential was extracted from the Simion

model with the potentials on the quadrupole rods set to
0 V. This was done for both �220 and �220 V applied
to the auxiliary electrodes. The sum of the pseudo-
potential and the static potential produced an expected

Figure 12. This figure shows the shape and depth of the pseudo
potential well and the effects on the pseudo potential when a
positive or negative potential is applied to the auxiliary electrodes.
Applying a negative potential produces a narrower or deeper well
along®the®x®�®0®vector®of®Figure®1. Along the x � y vector the well
becomes shallower when a negative potential is applied to the
auxiliary electrodes. The opposite effect is observed when the
applied potential is positive, a deepening of the well along the x�
y vector and a shallower well along the x � 0 vector.

Figure 11. Experimental (solid and open circles) resonant fre-
quencies and the resonant frequencies derived from simulations
(open squares) as a function of dc potential difference between the
auxiliary electrodes and the quadrupole rod offset. The frequen-
cies derived from the simulations are from ion trajectories whose
maximum radial amplitude was �2.8 mm. The open circles
represent data obtained from a quadrupole without any auxiliary
electrodes.
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offset®at®the®bottom®of®the®potential®well®[13].®In®practice
the ions are cooled to the bottom of the potential well
before excitation and are unaffected by the offset. The
secular frequency is dependent upon the depth and
shape®of®the®potential®well®and®not®the®offset.®In®Figure
12,®the®ordinates®of®the®potentials®have®been®offset®so
that bottoms of the potential wells coincide at zero. The
top®frame®of®Figure®12®shows®the®potentials®along®the
line x � 0, the orientation in which the dipolar excita-
tion is applied. A negative potential, applied to the
auxiliary electrodes, causes the potential wall to rise
more quickly, resulting in a deeper potential well for
the same value of r. The opposite effect occurs when the
potential applied to the auxiliary electrodes is positive:
the potential well becomes shallower. The deeper well
leads to an increase in the ions frequency of motion
(negative potential) while the shallower well leads to a
decrease in frequency (positive potential). This effect
can be attributed to the shielding that the rods provide
from the potentials applied to the auxiliary electrodes.
The degree of shielding increases as ions approach the
rods along the line x � 0.
Along the line x � y, the opposite effect occurs.

Applying a negative potential to the auxiliary elec-
trodes results in a decrease in the potential well depth,
while applying a positive potential results in an in-
crease in the depth of the potential well, as shown in the
bottom®frame®of®Figure®12.

Ion Trajectory Stability

The lack of fragmentation when a negative potential is
applied®to®the®auxiliary®electrodes,®shown®in®Figure®6,
compared with the high degree of fragmentation when
the potential is positive, can be understood by examin-
ing the ion trajectory during the excitation process.
Three®sample®ion®trajectories®are®shown®in®Figure®13®for
potentials of 220, 0, and �220 V applied to the auxiliary
electrodes. The ions’ motion is separated into motion
parallel to the direction of excitation, x � 0, and
perpendicular to the direction of excitation. In each
case, the excitation amplitude was the same as the
experimental value of 255 mV. The ions were excited
using the frequencies 60,100, 60,320, and 60,800 Hz for
the potentials of 220, 0, and �220 V, respectively. The
initial starting coordinate for the trajectories shown in
Figure®13®was®x,y®�®0.124®mm,®0.053®mm.®It®should®be
noted that the frequencies are those inputted into the
Simion model and are not corrected for the difference
between the values of r0 in the model and the real
quadrupole. In the case of the positive potential, the ion
trajectory continued until the time limit of 25 ms was
reached. The trajectory took on a bead-like pattern with
high radial amplitude in the direction parallel to the
excitation. The radial amplitude that the ion attained
perpendicular to the direction of excitation remained
low. The ion trajectory obtained with a zero potential
applied to the auxiliary electrodes showed a linear
increase in radial amplitude in the direction of excita-

tion until the trajectory terminated upon a rod surface.
This occurred on a relatively short time scale, �1.7 ms.
Examination of the ion trajectory with a negative po-
tential applied to the auxiliary electrodes showed that
the ions’ radial amplitude increased linearly until the
radial amplitude approached 4 mm. At this point the dc
octopolar field begins to cause the ions’ motion to shift
out of phase with the excitation signal and coupling into
motion perpendicular to the direction of excitation
becomes evident. An increase in the ions’ amplitude
perpendicular to the direction of excitation preceded
the termination of the trajectory upon a quadrupole rod.
This occurred on a relatively short time scale, �1.7 ms.
The reason for the gain in amplitude, perpendicular to
the excitation vector, can be understood by examining
how the static potential provided by the auxiliary

Figure 13. Representative ion trajectories are shown for when
the potential applied to the auxiliary electrodes is positive (Uaux �
�220 V), zero (Uaux � 0 V), and negative (Uaux � �220 V). An
excitation amplitude of 255 mV was used in the simulations. The
left hand frames show the amplitude of motion parallel to the
excitation vector (x � 0), the right hand frames show the ampli-
tude of motion perpendicular to the direction of excitation. With
Uaux � �220 V the ion trajectory was terminated when the time
limit of 25 ms was reached. With Uaux � 0 V the amplitude of the
ion trajectory grew linearly until it terminated upon a rod at �1.7
ms. With Uaux � �220 V the ion trajectory terminated after �1.7
ms when the amplitude of motion perpendicular to the direction
of excitation became large and the trajectory terminated upon a
rod.
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electrodes changed the shape of the potential well.
Figure®14®shows®the®static®potential®at®fixed®radii®as®the
point of interest is rotated from � � �/4 to � � /4.
Data is shown for radii of 3 and 4 mm. The quadrupole
rod is located at � � 0 radians and the auxiliary
electrodes are located at � � �/4 and � � /4 radians.
The static potential produced by �220 V applied to the
auxiliary electrodes is shown as the solid circles while
the static potential produced by �220 V is shown as the
open circles. The static potential produced by the �220
V deepens the potential well and helps to confine the
motion of the ion parallel to the direction of excitation.
When the static potential is negative, the potential well
develops a hump at � � 0. Consequently, ions are
confined less well to the direction of excitation and may

gain radial amplitude perpendicular to the direction of
excitation. At lower radial amplitudes, the potential
well is affected less strongly and ions are diverted little
from the direction of excitation.

Conclusions

The fragmentation efficiency of a heavy ion, m/z � 2722
Th, has been increased significantly through the use of
a higher order field, specifically a dc octopole. The dc
octopole field was created by the addition of four
auxiliary electrodes situated between the quadrupole
rods at a distance of 10 mm from the axis of the
quadrupole. The content of the dc octopolar field could
then be adjusted by varying the potential to the auxil-
iary electrodes. The inclusion of the dc octopolar field
has been shown to cause the ions’ frequency of motion
to shift out of phase with the excitation signal at high
radial amplitudes. This resulted in beat-like trajectories
with periods of excitation and de-excitation as the ions’
frequency of motion shifted in and out of phase with
the auxiliary signal. This led to a reduction in the loss of
ions on the quadrupole rods resulting in a high frag-
mentation efficiency relative to the fragmentation effi-
ciency obtained when using a round rod quadrupole.
This process allows the ion to be fragmented more
efficiently while maintaining relatively short excitation
periods.
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